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The laws of thermodynamics drive everything that happens in the universe. From the sudden
expansion of a cloud of gas to the cooling of hot metal, and from the unfurling of a leaf to the
course of life itself - everything is directed and constrained by four simple laws. They establish
fundamental concepts such as temperature and heat, and reveal the arrow of time and even the
nature of energy itself.Peter Atkins' powerful and compelling introduction explains what the laws
are and how they work, using accessible language and virtually no mathematics. Guiding the
reader from the Zeroth Law to the Third Law, he introduces the fascinating concept of entropy,
and how it not only explains why your desk tends to get messier, but also how its unstoppable
rise constitutes the engine of the universe.

"I found it an enjoyable and informative read- a worthwhile attempt to popularize a cornerstone
subject of modern science without trivializing it at the same time."--Chemistry World"A wonderful
book that I wish I had read at university."--Marcus Chown, New Scientist"Highly recommended
for all levels." J. A. Bartz, Choice"The lucid text and clear figures offer readers a firm
understanding of energy and entropy."--Science"I found it an enjoyable and informative read- a
worthwhile attempt to popularize a cornerstone subject of modern science without trivializing it
at the same time."--Chemistry World"A wonderful book that I wish I had read at university."--
Marcus Chown, New Scientist"Highly recommended for all levels." J. A. Bartz, Choice"The lucid
text and clear figures offer readers a firm understanding of energy and entropy."--Science"I
found it an enjoyable and informative read- a worthwhile attempt to popularize a cornerstone
subject of modern science without trivializing it at the same time."--Chemistry World"A wonderful
book that I wish I had read at university."--Marcus Chown, New Scientist"Highly recommended
for all levels." J. A. Bartz, Choice"The lucid text and clear figures offer readers a firm
understanding of energy and entropy."--Science"A wonderful book that I wish I had read at
university."--Marcus Chown, New Scientist--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorPeter Atkins is Professor of Chemistry at the University of Oxford and
Fellow of Lincoln College. He is the author of nearly 60 books, which include Galileo's Finger:
The Ten Great Ideas of Science and the famed textbook Physical Chemistry (now in its eighth
edition).--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Lance C. Hibbeler, “Not quite thermodynamics for the layman. Thermodynamics is by no means
an easy subject to understand, with all its abstractness and subtleties. The proper textbooks out
there on the subject all leave a lot to be desired in terms of making the subject easy to
understand. Atkins attempts to remedy these problems with this small book, and I think he
succeeds to some extent. Without using a lot of math and graphs, Atkins introduces the four
laws of classical thermodynamics, from both a "normal" (continuum?) perspective and a
molecular perspective. The text is organized very logically. The examples given certainly
illustrate the point, but aren't expressed in the context of everyday occurrences enough such
that a non-scientific reader could easily follow along. The tone of writing is very pleasant and not
at all dry, so that while not a gripping read, you certainly won't dread turning the pages.I do think
that this book lacks a well-defined audience; some points are practically spoon-fed to you, while
others assume you've taken a university-level course on thermo before. Those of us that use
thermodynamics (physics, engineering, chemistry, etc., and all of the sub-disciplines within)
each approach the subject matter a little differently, so I appreciate that a truly general approach
to thermodynamics is not a trivial undertaking. However, I think that the text would be better if
more focused for either those with or those without some university experience. Regardless of
the minor short-comings, I heartily recommend this book as a refresher on the laws of
thermodynamics, or as a companion to a course on thermodynamics, regardless of your
discipline.”

Regnal the Caretaker, “Scientific literacy presented.. Let me quote Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington
here:"The law that entropy always increase..(lots about it in Atkins book)..-the second law of
thermodynamics - HOLDS, I think, the supreme position among the Laws of Nature. If someone
points out to you that your pet theory of the universe is in disagreement with Maxwell's equations
- then so much the worse for Maxwell's equations. If it is found to be contradicted by observers -
well, these experimentalists do bungle things sometimes. But if your theory is found to be
against the second law of thermodynamics, I can give you no hope; there is nothing for it but to
collapse in deepest humiliation".Professor Atkins delivers short but kaleidoscopic and effective
lecture just about above mentioned conviction. Lecture will be useful for many - students as well
as for readers who left school long time ago (this is me) but like to get into popular cosmology/
physics books with clear understanding of the most important topic in science -
thermodynamics.It is worth to mention briefly here, that the original formulation of the second
law is not the ultimate truth. This book teaches only about classical thermodynamics, where
actually systems are in equilibrium (nothing changes). Professor Atkins admits it in Conclusion at
the end. But there is also non-equilibrium, linear thermodynamics that applies to things moving
towards equilibrium (dissipative processes like thermodiffusion) and the fourth thermodynamics
law (called "reciprocal relations") as a corollary of it. John Gribbin sheds some light on it in his



fascinating and highly recommended popular-science new book : "Deep Simplicity - Bringing
Order to Chaos and Complexity".”

Jeffrey Selles, “Four Laws Presented in a Readable Style.. I will recommend this book to anyone
interested in the four laws of our universe and the physical laws that affect our every day lives
here on earth. I have read about the topic of this book by other authors but this author has made
the subject readable and interesting. My favorite law is the LAW of entropy which we can't
escape from. I keep imagining that most if not all the secrets of the cosmos can be explained by
the four laws. This book is great reading for students and science buffs like me - maybe even
scientists.”

Sanford Aranoff, “I recommend. I taught Chemical Thermodynamics, and recommended this
book to my students. The basic ideas of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics are so very
different from most other areas of physics, such as mechanics, relativity, or quantum mechanics
that people fail to appreciate the beauty, power, and importance of this subject.When we study a
subject, we must understand the basic principles of the subject. This idea is stressed in 
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. Rational thinking starts with clearly stated principles, continues with logical deductions, and
then examines empirical evidence to possibly modify the principles. Atkin's book discusses the
strange principles of thermodynamics.The book is thin, but thought provoking and worthwhile.”

Ron, “Great quality. I received this book and its like new. Definitely worth the money.”

Maria Diehn, “Superb Introduction to Thermodynamics for Laymen. I am a physical chemist, and
thought I knew all about the laws of thermodynamics. But this volume actually gave me new
insights into how everything in the world hangs together. Moreover, I gave it to a smart but non-
scientist friend, and he was able to understand the principles of this very profound science. Also,
his daughter, after discussing it with me, devised a heat transfer experiment for her school's
science fair and got first prize.”

neuronerd, “This is a great little text on thermodynamics. This is a great little text on
thermodynamics. Not meant to be anything like a comprehensive textbook or formal treatise on
the topic.  Just a scientific 'amuse-bouche' on some of the deepest concepts yet discovered.”

Matt717, “I'm A Science Lover. and Atkins delivers on every level. He explains everything clearly
and succinctly. Believe me, if you carefully read every word he has written you will walk away
with a deep understanding of what temperature, enthalpy, entropy and absolute zero actually
mean.”

Emily D, “Good, very informative and explanatory.. I bought this book about a month and a half
ago, and I finally finished reading it today (though I didn't spend a month and a half reading it, I
just have been very busy), and I have found that it has explained everything in enough detail for
my simple post-GCSE mind, as I am currently studying my first year of A levels and many
concepts within the book had only been briefly touched upon, however I found it very interesting
a read and I have found it quite useful as now as I am going along the course I have found that I
already know some things or why something is the way it is. I found the way Atkins explained
everything very informative and easy to follow and it was certainly a good book to start off my
wider reading.”

ron murp, “Can't praise this enough. Can't praise this enough. Peter Atkins is a great writer and
easy to read. So you should read this, and re-read it t get a good feel for the significance of the
four laws (of thermodynamics) and their place in understanding this universe. Get this and his
Galileo's Finger.And if you watch him on youtube he's pretty direct and doesn't take any
nonsense. His chemistry books are good too.”

Jomarleen, “Five Stars. Great read would recommend it.”



Noah, “Five Stars. Perfect”

Dr. T., “Die Macht der Thermodynamik. Peter William Atkins ist emeritierter Professor für Chemie
der Universität Oxford, er schreib eine Reihe von Standardlehrbüchern über Chemie und
veröffentlichte populärwissenschaftliche Schriften, darunter 'Galileo's Finger: The Ten Great
Ideas of Science.'Das vorliegende schmale Bändchen ist eine knappe, allgemein verständliche
Einführung in die Thermodynamik, die im 19. Jahrhundert, aus der theoretischen
Auseinandersetzung mit dem Phänomen 'Wärme' und der prinzipiellen Funktionsweise von
Dampfmaschinen, entstand. Enthusiastisch erläutert der Autor im Vorwort, dass die vier
Grundgesetze der Thermodynamik die möglicherweise weitreichendsten physikalischen
Gesetze sind, da sie nichts weniger als die Erhaltung und Umwandlung von Energie im
Universum kontrollieren.Atkins beginnt seine Erläuterungen, mit dem sogenannten 0. Gesetz,
das dass Verhalten von System im thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht behandelt und aus dem
die sich die Rolle der Temperatur herleitet. Der Autor folgt dabei in etwa der Darstellung von
Planck in seiner 'Treatise on Thermodynamics'. Der erste Hauptsatze formulierte das Prinzip der
Erhaltung der Energie in der Theorie der Wärme. Besonders bemerkenswert ist die Präzision,
mit der der Autor die subtilen Unterschiede zwischen Wärme und Arbeit, als verschiedene
Formrn des Energietransfers, und der inneren Energie eines Systems, herausarbeitet.Das
zweifelsohne wichtigste Gesetz der Thermodynamik ist aber der zweite Hauptsatz, der
wesentlich die Richtung von Energieumwandlungen bestimmt. Atkins zeigt zunächst mittels der
Methode der Kreisprozesse, die Äquivalenz der Formulierungen von Kelvin – es ist unmöglich
Wärme aus einem Reservoir vollständig in Arbeit umzuwandeln, ohne andere Veränderungen
zu verursachen – und der von Clausius – Wärme geht nicht von einem kälteren Körper auf
einen wärmeren Körper über, ohne andere Veränderungen. Bis hierhin ist die Darstellung des
Autors recht stringent, der Bruch tritt mit der Einführung des Begriffes der Entropie ein, deren
Definition auf 'mathematischen Gründe' geschoben wird. Dabei leistet die Entropie für das 2.
Gesetz, was die Temperatur für das 0. Gesetz tut. Aber das ist nicht weiter verwunderlich, hier
sind die Grenzen einer solchen schlanken Einführungen erreicht, die schon dank ihres
begrenzten Umfangs, nur einen Überblick bieten kann; wer die Zusammenhänge
systematischer verstehen möchte, muss schon eines der klassischen Lehrbücher von Planck
oder Clausius zu Rate ziehen.Das Buch wird abgerundet mit einer Diskussion der Nerstschen
Erkenntnisse über die Unerreichbarkeit des Temperatur Nullpunktes, die den dritten Hauptsatz
ausmachen.Atkins Darstellung der Grundgesetze der Thermodynamik ist eine wohlbedacht
gestaltete erste Einführung in das Thema, die zahlreichen Abbildungen und Skizzen tragen sehr
zu Verständlichkeit bei; der behandelte Stoff ist durchaus dazu geeignet den Leser zu fesseln
und zu einem weiteren Studium anzuregen. Die weiteren Leseempfehlungen sind hingegen
etwas mager ausgefallen, es fehlen leider sämtliche Referenzen der klassischen
Thermodynamiken, wie die von Clausius, Planck oder Sommerfeld, gerade die 'Mechanische
Wärmetheorie' von Clausius, wiewohl schon 140 Jahre alt, ist immer noch unschlagbar in der



Analyse der physikalischen Hintergründe des Entropie Begriffs.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 91 people have provided feedback.
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